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Woven into the fabric of the Harlestons brand are the 
sights and sounds of our hometown - Charleston, SC. 
In fact, the name Harlestons was inspired by Harleston 
Green, America’s first rendition of a golf course, which 
was originally located on the downtown peninsula. 

Threaded throughout our collections are names and 
colors that one might see when traveling to the 
Holy City.

Like Charleston itself, Harlestons is a carefully 
curated blend of old and new, with our 

design inspiration coming from the 
sights and sounds of our beloved city, 

and the functionality of our clothing 
being crafted with state-of-the-
art technology to provide ultimate 
comfort.

Our products expertly merge the 
comfort and functionality you 
want on the course, with the 
style you want off the course - 
this winning combination is why 
Harlestons is a favorite amongst 

gentlemen.

OUR STORY



The Perfect Polo

STRUCTURED
COLLAR

45 SPF
SUN PROTECTION

WRINKLE
RESISTANT

TAG-FREE
DESIGN

4-WAY
STRETCH

PERFECT FIT
IN OR OUT

Each Harlestons Polo offers a polished look with a comfortable feel, making 
them a fan favorite both on and off the course.

Featuring our structured collar and athletic cut, our tailored polos gradually 
widen with each size - making them flattering on all body types and shapes. 

In addition, every polo is tag-free and provides protection from the harsh 
rays of the sun with SPF 45+. 

*Embroidery available. 



The Wentworth Polo
A Charleston twist on a classic, this everyday lightweight 
performance polo with 4-way stretch and moisture-wicking 
technology keeps you cool. Our tight knit pique draws class, yet 
casualness and is finished with our Harlestons tailored fit and 
incredibly soft feel.

Performance Pique Fabric:
94% Polyester, 6% Spandex
$90

MILLS PINK

OYSTER SHELL

OCEAN DUSK

CHAMPION GREEN

CAROLINA SKY

NEW!



The Rutledge Polo
The Rutledge is your new go-to performance polo with a 4-way stretch and 
moisture-wicking fabric for every hot day ahead. Made for days when staying 
cool matters - whether that’s the weather or playing it cool on the course. It 
has the perfect fit, tucked or untucked, and is finished with our Harlestons 
tailored fit and an incredibly soft feel.

Performance Jersey Fabric:
92% Polyester / 8% Spandex Knit
$88

SAILOR NAVY

SEAGRASS

LILAC



HONEYDEW

TEAL

TROPICAL PEACHGREEN SKY BLUE

The Sullivan Polo
The Sullivan Polo uses our Featherweight Jersey fabric - the 
lightest stretch fabric we could find that doesn’t neglect the 
durability or integrity of the polo. 

This lightweight performance polo has a heavy dose of stretch 
and moisture-wicking technology for every hot and humid 
day. The Sullivan is a must have for anyone’s wardrobe; with 
added careful finishing touches to all the hemming, this polo 
stands out among the rest. The Harlestons’ structured collar 
lining stays firm and has our subtle embroidered logo on the 
back. 

A classy look with the perfect fit, tucked or untucked, finished 
with our Harlestons tailored fit and an incredibly soft feel.

Micro-stripe Jersey Fabric:
88% Polyester / 12% Spandex Pique Knit
$90



SEAGLASS BLUENAUTICAL NAVY

WHITE WEEKEND BLUE

SALMON

The Cooper Polo
The Cooper is made for the more classic-minded 
gentleman that enjoys a solid performance polo, with the 
perfect fit tucked or untucked. These solid options make 
it a must-have for anyone - down to the extra crispy 
collar and stretch fabric that draws class yet casualness. 
Finished with our Harlestons tailored fit and an incredibly 
soft feel.

Performance Jersey Solid Fabric:
92% Polyester / 8% Spandex Pique Knit
$90



SEAFOAM

CORAL MILLS PINK

SEAFOAM II

BOMBSHELL GREY

NEW

The Tradd Polo
You’ll love The Tradd - this lightweight performance 
polo has a heavy dose of stretch and moisture-wicking 
technology for those hot and humid days. The Tradd also 
features our structured collar for a polished look, and of 
course features the perfect fit - tucked or untucked.

Performance Jersey Solid Fabric:
92% Polyester / 8% Spandex Pique Knit
$90



Step into style this season with the Heritage 
Collection from Harlestons, where luxury and 

comfort blend together for optimum performance. 

Harlestons Heritage polos 
feature our classic polo shape, 
with exciting new patterns and 
our elegant signature buttons, 

crafted from real pearl.



Performance Jersey
Our Harlestons Heritage Performance Jersey features a polyester and 
spandex blend for maximum performance on the course, and touches like 
our signature buttons, crafted from real pearl for the polished look you 
crave off the course.

Performance Jersey:
92% Polyester / 8% Spandex
$98

ANSON ELLIOT



AVONDALE

BRENTON

WAGNER

HAMPTON

Full Pique
The Full Pique from the Harlestons Heritage Collection is made for any 
occasion, from work to play, with the perfect fit tucked or untucked. 
Featuring four beautiful patterns and finished with the Harlestons 
Heritage signature buttons.

Full Pique:
94% Polyester / 6% Spandex
$98



PALMER WHITE PALMER BLUE

Signature Print
The Harlestons Heritage Signature Print captures the winning spirit of 
champions and the polish and sophistication of a gentleman. Enhanced 
with oyster pearl buttons, tailored fit, sun protection, wrinkle-resistant 
fabric and a stay-stiff collar - this polo is the perfect closet staple with a 
touch of flair, for gentlemen who win graciously. 

Performance Jersey:
92% Polyester / 8% Spandex
$98



Performance Shorts

SWEAT
RESISTANT

45 SPF
SUN PROTECTION

PERFECT FIT
8” INSEAM

WATER
REPELLENT

The Harlestons Performance Short is made of a moisture-wicking blend stretch fabric 
with the perfect length above the knee. Extremely lightweight and tag-free for that per-
formance feel but maintained and classy look. The woven stretch fabric is naturally water 
resistant, repelling stains and completely preventing sweat trails on the back side that 
nobody wants to see. 

These shorts were made to handle the harshest, most humid days, and we know they will 
be your new favorite. 

STONEKHAKINAVY

Woven Featherweight Fabric:
88% Polyester / 12% Spandex

$82



The Folly
The Folly is the perfect lightweight layering piece for a casual 
outing or cooler days on the course. Using our performance 
knit fabric, similar to our polos, brings superior comfort. 
Raglan sleeves offer maximum mobility. The Folly is finished 
off with our custom zipper pulls and tailored fit for the look we 
all want.

Pique Knit Fabric:
92% Polyester / 8% Spandex
$108

45 SPF
SUN PROTECTION

WRINKLE
RESISTANT

TAG-FREE
DESIGN

4-WAY
STRETCH

TAILORED
FIT



BAY SALMON

SKY BLUE NAUTICAL NAVY

NAVY MICRO-STRIPESKY BLUE MICRO-STRIPE

SEAGLASS MICRO-STRIPE

GREY + WHITE STRIPE

The Folly

NEW
NEW



DARK DENIM CHAMBRAY BLUESAGE GREEN

HEATHER GREY WHITE MARINE BLUE

The Boone
Whether you're in a performance polo, flannel or pressed 
button down, turn comfy into southern gentleman casual 
with this mid-weight pullover. Perfect for cooler days, both 
on and off the course. 

Soft Cotton Blend Fabric: 
91% Cotton / 9% Spandex
$128



NEW

Performance Hoodie
Your new go-to for any season, this lightweight and 
breathable drop-cut hoodie offers ultimate comfort and 
premium style in a soft buttery smooth fabric. Made 
with Modal and Spandex, this is the perfect hoodie to 
knock some balls on the range or meet your boys for a 
cold one after a round. Featuring the Harleston Rubber 
Performance Icon on the back yolk and Harlestons name 
on the front left hem line.

Modal 40 Spandex Fabric
$98

45 SPF
SUN PROTECTION

TAG-FREE
DESIGN

FEATHERWEIGHT
FEEL

DROP-CUT
HEMLINE

MAGNOLIA GREEN

MOSS GREEN

ADMIRAL NAVY

CHAMBRAY BLUE

CANNON GREY



NEW

Performance Crew Neck
Our Performance Crew Neck is the perfect cozy addition to your 
wardrobe. Dress it up or down, and enjoy maximum comfort either way!

Fabric: 90% Polyester 10% spandex
$110

MARINE BLUENAVY

OCEAN WAVE GREY



Custom Embroidery
Need it fast? We offer 10 business day shipping on all 
orders, including custom embroidery.
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